VISIT SOUTHEAST MONTANA
PARTNERSHIPS OPPORTUNITIES

MAKE YOUR MARKETING DOLLARS WORK HARDER!
Visit Southeast Montana is offering marketing sponsorships to local and state-wide tourism partners, businesses
and organizations. Maximize your marketing budgets while promoting Southeast Montana. Our partnership
options will continue to grow, so get in early and get priority pricing!

REGIONAL TEAR OFF MAPS
1. “Framing the Big Sky,” a scenic roadmap of Southeast Montana
•

“Picture-perfect” places directing travelers to scenic vistas with great opportunities for photography and
breathtaking views.

•

“Inspiration spots” including museums and cultural centers where visitors can go to learn more about
Southeast Montana’s history and culture.

2. Historic roadmap of Southeast Montana
•

Focus on locations and markers specific to Lewis & Clark Expedition, military presence, Indian Wars and
Battle of Little Bighorn, frontier life on the range and Native American heritage.

•

Guide travelers throughout the region, highlighting each community’s relationship to history and
showcasing markers specific to Custer’s 7th Calvary’s movements.

The maps will be distributed at visitor centers and businesses across the region. There will also be a
downloadable map on Southeast Montana’s new website promoted on social media and available through the
call center. Advertisers will receive listings on both the printed map and digital map.
Additional benefits
FRAMING THE BIG SKY

Limited availability. There are
only seven spots for sponsors
on these informational and
aesthetically pleasing maps.
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PICTURE-PERFECT PLACES
Have your camera ready to capture Southeast
Montana’s most scenic landscapes.

FRAMING THE BIG SKY
PANORAMAS THAT INSPIRE IN SOUTHEAST MONTANA

Each listing will include a logo,
business address, web listings
and a short editorial description.
The maps are two-sided and
sponsor logos will also appear
on the on the front of the map.
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MAKOSHIKA STATE PARK

1301 Snyder St. • Glendive, MT 59330
Known in Lakota to mean “bad soil or bad spirits,”
Makoshika State Park is a place of transcendent
light and extraordinary geological features, like
natural bridges and hoodoos. With minimal light
pollution, astrological observers know the skies
above Makoshika are forever dynamic. Don’t
forget your tripod.

BIGHORN CANYON

Location
Be prepared to feel miniscule. The third-largest
canyon in the country crosses the MontanaWyoming border with a 71-mile-long lake and
colorful canyon cliff walls 1,000 feet high. Home
to mountain lions, bears, wild horses and, of
course, bighorn sheep this man-made lake is
best seen from a boat 89
(seasonal rentals) or from
above. Follow a National Forest Service Trail then
Gardiner
stop at the Yellowtail Dam Visitors
Center for an
in-depth look.
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FOUR DANCES NATURAL AREA

Four Dances Natural Area
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1100 Coburn Rd • Billings, MT 59101
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Roberts
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History can truly inspire – just look at the plethora of faces, including many
Native Americans, documented by government photographers at a time when
photography itself was an emerging medium. Located on the edge of the Crow
Reservation and near the Battle of Little Bighorn National Monument, this
museum includes Chief Yellowtail’s vision tipi.

Many locations in the Terry Badlands remain as
pristine today as they 90
were more than 100 years
and stellar skies. The more adventurous may
tackle the Calypso Trail itself – drive, bike hike,
camp this public land– for an amazing experience
that includes natural bridges, wildlife, ecology,
geology and the ever-mysterious who-dos.

MONTANA
MUSEUM AT ST. LABRE SCHOOL
15 1000 Tongue River Rd • Ashland, MT 59003

If walls could talk, the corridors of St. Labre Indian School would tell tale
WYOMING
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perum quuntes nia sequatque et,
sequos elendit ibusdaesedi resequam
faccus asim reperia eceribusam adi.

Location
These colored hills are aptly named. When hit
with the golden light of a rising or setting sun,
the warm hues and emerging shadows will
make your shutter finger itch. Warning: As
you approach the hills’ crest, the vast vista
while cause involuntary decrease in speed and
acceleration of visual intake.
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NATIONAL MONUMENT

ZOOMONTANA

16 2100 S Shiloh Rd • Billings, MT 59106
Bring your macro lens – the flowers, bees and butterflies are waiting and the
zoological gardens are a sensory delight. But, be ready for an up-close-andpersonal shot of a bald eagle or even a grizzly bear. Montana’s only zoo is
home to animals from around the globe that live at the 45th parallel and north,
like wolverines and Siberian tigers.
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SNOWY MOUNTAIN ROAD

3001 Old Hwy 212 • Worden, MT 59088
Known by native peoples as “the place where the
mountain lion lies,” the 150-foot-high sandstone
butte has always been a natural crossroads. Venture
202 steps to the top for a 360-degree view of the
Yellowstone Valley where buffalo, elk, lions, bears and
Plains people once roamed. Be sure to catch Capt.
William Clark’s carved signature – the only remaining
physical evidence of the Corps of Discovery.

modit volupta testrumqui apitat pro
volore commodit, odi imi, quo te
perum quuntes nia sequatque et,
sequos elendit ibusdaesedi resequam
faccus asim reperia eceribusam adi.

113 Miles to
Mount Rushmore
National Memorial

after tale. History class may not have been stimulating for everyone, but the
photographs (images?) that line the interior of this centurial institution will
inspire you to ask questions, listen to answers and ponder mankind’s exploration
in a new light.
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212
INDIAN RESERVATION
CALYPSO TRAIL/TERRY BADLANDS
14 1163 3rd St E • Hardin, MT 59034

172 Miles to
Casper, WY
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Yellowstone
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1141 Hwy 7 • Ekalaka, MT 59324
Mystery is part of the allure at this eastern-most
state park of “big medicine,” which features
sandstone spires of wind-worn, haunting hoodoos.
The ranges of yellow, orange and red will thrill
photographers while centuries of nearly 15,000
inscriptions echo stories that challenge time.

NORTH DAKOTA

TERRY
BADLANDS
Saint
Xavier

N. of Terry onLodge
Hwy 253 for 2.1 miles; left on
FortScenic
SmithView Road
for 5.9 miles
Grass
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MEDICINE ROCKS STATE PARK
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13 85
Waterplant
Labre
SchoolRd • Miles City, MT 59301
Housed in the concrete basins that once held the Miles City’s water supply,
The WaterWorks
Art Museum is home to original photographs from both L.A.
Ashland
Huffman and Evelyn 212
Cameron (see #11) taken in the early 20th century. Huffman
Lame Deer
Olive
arrived at Fort Keogh (near Miles City) as post photographer and documented
The
Warrior
Trailsome of the final, non-reservation Indian chiefs,
this last west
frontier
including
buffalo hunts and open-range cowboy activities.

ago. Stop
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12 401 N 27th St • Billings, MT 59101
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11 212 Laundre Ave. and 212 Laundre
Medicine Rocks State Park
Ave. • Terry,
Recreation
AreaMT 59349
Evelyn Cameron was a photographic pioneer at a time when women were
restricted to home-making and child-rearing. Her turn-of-the century images of
life on the prairie starkly demonstrate her deep understanding of both remedial
photographic techniques and the frontiers who made Southeast
Montana
their
The Rims
in Gallatin
home.
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Broadview
Have your camera ready to capture Southeast Montana’s most scenic landscapes.

EVELYN CAMERON GALLERY AT PRAIRIE COUNTY
MUSEUM
AND EVELYN Strawberry
HERITAGE,
HillsINC.
Rosebud
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Ismay

Waterworks
Museum
Learn
moreArt
about
Southeast Montana’s history and
12
culture at these locations.
Miles City

Roundup
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64 Miles to
Dickinson, ND

Evely Cameron Gallery at Prairie County
Museum and Evelyn Heritage, Inc.

INSPIRATIONAL SPOTS
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PICTURE-PERFECT PLACES
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OUT HERE, BIG SKY MEETS BIG ADVENTURE.
191

Glendive

Snowy
Mountain Road

SOUTHEASTMONTANA.COM | #SOUTHEASTMONTANA |

Thank you to our
Southeast Montana
sponsors.
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INSPIRATIONAL SPOTS
Learn more about Southeast Montana’s
history and culture at these locations.
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PICTURE-PERFECT PLACE #10
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Sometimes it’s the road less traveled. And, that’s
exactly the path you need to see the sun set
while overlooking Devil’s Basin and the Snowy
Mountains. We won’t lie – this IS “off the beaten
track.” But it’s worth every rugged, adventurous,
gravel mile.
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Printed in Montana for free distribution.
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SOUTHEASTMONTANA.COM
#SoutheastMontana
PLEASE
CONTACT BETH BURMAN| FRAZEE
FOR MORE |INFORMATION.
BETH@WINDFALLSTUDIO.COM | 406.829.8200

VISIT SOUTHEAST MONTANA
PARTNERSHIPS OPPORTUNITIES

MICRO-SITE
All paid and social media will be directed to Visit
Southeast Montana’s new microsite. The microsite
content will remain fresh and incorporate Southeast
Montana’s “Out Here” campaign, including stunning
visuals and information about what to see and where
to go while visiting the region.
Additional benefits
•

There are a limited number of spots for
sponsors on the microsite.

•

Sponsors will receive a call-out box with a
photo, sponsor name, logo, editorial content
and link to sponsor’s webpage.

•

Leads will also be captured directly from
visitors responding to campaign messaging on
the microsite. Southeast Montana will share
those leads.

PRICING
“Framing the Big Sky” A Scenic Roadmap

$500

Historic Roadmap

$500

Both maps

$800

Microsite

$800

Microsite and both maps

$1500

SOUTHEASTMONTANA.COM
#SoutheastMontana
PLEASE
CONTACT BETH BURMAN| FRAZEE
FOR MORE |INFORMATION.
BETH@WINDFALLSTUDIO.COM | 406.829.8200

